
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-17: Past Tense Verbs 

Spelling Words Review

wrapped

preferred

chatted

signed

shook

understood

withdrew

puzzled

belonged

  managed 

delayed

visited

attacked

traveled

studied

repaired

became

bought

awoke

caught

quieter

quickly

chemical

Challenge

separated

memorized

Write each present tense verb in the past tense. 

1.  understand ______________________

2.  prefer ______________________

3.  become ______________________

4.  catch ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  fixed something that was broken _________________________

6.  talked or conversed _________________________

7.  engaged in an act of aggression or violence _________________________

8. directed, led, or controlled _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below.

9.  purchased       ____________________ (6 letters)

10.  postponed       ____________________ (7 letters)

11.  perplexed        ____________________ (7 letters)

12.  autographed  ____________________ (6 letters)
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Name: _________________________________            List E-17: Past Tense Verbs

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

awoke visited shook traveled

withdrew wrapped studied belonged

13.  Tori looked at all the shiny presents  ________________________  beneath the Christmas tree.   

14.  Xavier  ________________________  his flashcards to prepare for the history test. 

15.  The class  ________________________  the botanical gardens for a field trip on Earth Day.    

16. J.P.  ________________________  the snow off his boots.  

17. The diary  ________________________  to a famous ballerina from the mid-nineteenth century. 

18. Last year Merilee and her family  ________________________  to Aruba during spring break. 

19. The bear  ________________________ from a long winter nap. 

20. When Lindsey lost her voice on the day of the singing competition, she 

 ________________________  from it. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word does not have the /kw/ sound?       ___________________________

22. Identify the review word that is an adverb.       ___________________________

23. Name the review word that is a comparative adjective.       ___________________________

24. If you put your two bonus words in alphabetical order,       ___________________________
which would come first?

25. Which bonus word would be second in alphabetical order?       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-17: Past Tense Verbs

Spelling Words Review

wrapped

preferred

chatted

signed

shook

understood

withdrew

puzzled

belonged

  managed 

delayed

visited

attacked

traveled

studied

repaired

became

bought

awoke

caught

quieter

quickly

chemical

Challenge

separated

memorized

Write each present tense verb in the past tense. 

1.  understand understood

2.  prefer preferred

3.  become became

4.  catch caught

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  fixed something that was broken repaired

6.  talked or conversed chatted

7.  engaged in an act of aggression or violence attacked

8. directed, led, or controlled managed  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below.

9.  purchased          bought      (6 letters)

10.  postponed         delayed    (7 letters)

11.  perplexed          puzzled     (7 letters)

12.  autographed    signed  (6 letters)
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Name: _________________________________            List E-17: Past Tense Verbs

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

awoke visited shook traveled

withdrew wrapped studied belonged

13.  Tori looked at all the shiny presents wrapped beneath the Christmas tree.   

14.  Xavier studied his flashcards to prepare for the history test. 

15.  The class visited the botanical gardens for a field trip on Earth Day.    

16. J.P. shook the snow off his boots. 

17. The diary belonged to a famous ballerina from the mid-nineteenth century.  

18. Last year Merilee and her family traveled to Aruba during spring break. 

19. The bear awoke from a long winter nap. 

20. When Lindsey lost her voice on the day of the singing competition, she withdrew from it. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word does not have the /kw/ sound? chemical 

22. Identify the review word that is an adverb. quickly 

23. Name the review word that is a comparative adjective. quieter

24. If you put your two bonus words in alphabetical order, which memorized
would come first?

25. Which bonus word would be second in alphabetical order? separated
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